
State  of  Commercial  AI
Contracts  –  Software,  Cloud
Services, and Beyond
Insight
As the reach of AI expands, new structures are needed to drive
adoption of a set of potentially valuable AI solutions.

How AI Is Changing Contracts
Insight
AI contracting tools may offer the most value to companies
with large volumes of contracts by reducing time spent in
review and drafting. But as the technology develops, it will
one day be useful to all firms, writes Beverly Rich in the
Harvard Business Review.

Announcing  LawGeex  4.0  –
Contract Review Automation
News
LawGeex  combines  machine  learning  algorithms  and  text
analytics to quickly review and approve everyday contracts,
helping businesses answer the question “Can I sign this?”
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Robotic  Review:  The  Use  of
Artificial  Intelligence  in
Contract Review
Insight
Russell Kostelak of Proskauer Rose discusses the use of AI in
the  many  phases  of  contract  review:  contract  creation,
contract analysis, and contract due diligence.

Artificial  Intelligence  in
Contract Management – Part 2
Insight
Pierre  Mitchell,  writing  for  Spend  Matters,  continues  his
series on artificial intelligence (AI) in contract management
by discussing AI and knowledge representation.

Case  Study:  How  Brandwatch
Uses  A.I.  to  Speed  Up
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Contract Review
Insight
LawGeex has published a case study showing how social media
company  Brandwatch  uses  artificial  intelligence  to  reduce
costs and speed up the contract review process.

Mike  Lynch’s  Invoke  Capital
Aims to Replace M&A Lawyers
With Robots
News
Venture firm Invoke Capital is betting that a startup using
artificial intelligence to “think like a lawyer” can automate
due diligence in mergers and acquisitions and replace the
armies  of  lawyers  needed  to  close  billion-dollar  deals,
reports Bloomberg Law.

LawGeex  Launches  A.I.
Contract Review for In-House
Counsel
Insight
LawGeex  has  launched  new  A.I.  Contract  Review  technology
designed to read, review and understand contracts.
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